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INDEPENDENT SERVICE AUDITOR'S REPORT 

 

To the Management of 

Inflection Risk Solutions, LLC 

Redwood City, California 

 

Scope 

We have examined Inflection Risk Solutions, LLC’s (“Inflection” or the “Company”) accompanying 
assertion titled "Management's Assertion" (assertion) that the controls within Inflection’s background 
checks and risk screening system were effective throughout the period August 1, 2021 to April 1, 2022, 
to provide reasonable assurance that Inflection’s service commitments and system requirements were 
achieved based on the trust services criteria relevant to security (applicable trust services criteria) set 
forth in TSP section 100, 2017 Trust Services Criteria for Security, Availability, Processing Integrity, 
Confidentiality, and Privacy (AICPA, Trust Services Criteria). 

Service Organization’s Responsibilities 

Inflection is responsible for its service commitments and system requirements and for designing, 
implementing, and operating effective controls within the system to provide reasonable assurance that 
Inflection’s service commitments and system requirements were achieved. Inflection has also provided 
the accompanying assertion about the effectiveness of controls within the system. When preparing its 
assertion, Inflection is responsible for selecting, and identifying in its assertion, the applicable trust 
service criteria and for having a reasonable basis for its assertion by performing an assessment of the 
effectiveness of the controls within the system. 

Service Auditor’s Responsibilities 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion, based on our examination, on whether management’s 
assertion that controls within the system were effective throughout the period to provide reasonable 
assurance that the service organization’s service commitments and system requirements were 
achieved based on the applicable trust services criteria. Our examination was conducted in accordance 
with attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform our examination to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether management’s assertion is fairly stated, in all material respects. We believe that the evidence 
we obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

Our examination included: 

● Obtaining an understanding of the system and the service organization’s service commitments and 
system requirements 

● Assessing the risks that controls were not effective to achieve Inflection’s service commitments 
and system requirements based on the applicable trust services criteria 

● Performing procedures to obtain evidence about whether controls within the system were effective 
to achieve Inflection’s service commitments and system requirements based the applicable trust 
services criteria 

Our examination also included performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the 
circumstances.  
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Inherent Limitations 

There are inherent limitations in the effectiveness of any system of internal control, including the 
possibility of human error and the circumvention of controls. 

Because of their nature, controls may not always operate effectively to provide reasonable assurance 
that the service organization’s service commitments and system requirements were achieved based on 
the applicable trust services criteria. Also, the projection to the future of any conclusions about the 
effectiveness of controls is subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of 
changes in conditions or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate. 

Service Auditor’s Independence 

We are required to be independent of Inflection and to meet our other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with the relevant ethical requirements relating to our examination. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, management’s assertion that the controls within Inflection’s background checks and risk 
screening system were effective throughout the period August 1, 2021 to April 1, 2022, to provide 
reasonable assurance that Inflection’s service commitments and system requirements were achieved 
based on the applicable trust services criteria is fairly stated, in all material respects. 

Armanino LLP 

San Francisco, California 

September 8, 2022 
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MANAGEMENT’S ASSERTION  

 

We are responsible for designing, implementing, operating, and maintaining effective controls within 
Inflection Risk Solutions, LLC’s (“Inflection” or the "Company") background checks and risk screening 
system throughout the period August 1, 2021 to April 1, 2022, to provide reasonable assurance that 
Inflection’s service commitments and system requirements relevant to security were achieved. Our 
description of the boundaries of the system is presented in Section III, Description of the System and 
identifies the aspects of the system covered by our assertion. 

We have performed an evaluation of the effectiveness of the controls within the system throughout the 
period August 1, 2021 to April 1, 2022, to provide reasonable assurance that Inflection’s service 
commitments and system requirements were achieved based on the trust services criteria relevant to 
security (applicable trust services criteria) set forth in TSP section 100, 2017 Trust Services Criteria for 
Security, Availability, Processing Integrity, Confidentiality, and Privacy (AICPA, Trust Services Criteria). 
Inflection’s objectives for the system in applying the applicable trust services criteria are embodied in 
its service commitments and system requirements relevant to the applicable trust services criteria. The 
principal service commitments and system requirements related to the applicable trust services criteria 
are presented in Description of the System.  

There are inherent limitations in any system of internal control, including the possibility of human error 
and the circumvention of controls. Because of these inherent limitations, a service organization may 
achieve reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that its service commitments and system requirements 
are achieved. 

We assert that the controls within the system were effective throughout the period August 1, 2021 to 
April 1, 2022, to provide reasonable assurance that Inflection’s service commitments and system 
requirements were achieved based on the applicable trust services criteria. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INFLECTION’S BACKGROUND CHECKS AND RISK 
SCREENING SYSTEM 

Overview of Operations 

Company Overview 

Inflection Risk Solutions, LLC (“Inflection” or the “Company”) which is now a Checkr Company, offers 
U.S.-based businesses a comprehensive, privacy-centric, and security-first set of solutions to assess 
the risks and backgrounds of individuals interacting with the business. Checkr acquired Inflection on 
April 1st,2022, Inflection now operates from the Headquarters of Checkr based in San Francisco and 
Denver Colorado. Inflection has an outsourced engineering team in Kyiv, Ukraine and Campinas, Brazil.  

Since the Company was founded in 2006, Inflection has cataloged more than a billion public records, 
leveraging a proprietary search algorithm developed specifically to maximize speed and accuracy in 
searching public record data. Inflection's expertise and experience in handling large datasets of 
personal information, combined with its commitment to ethical data stewardship, play significant roles 
in its development of software solutions for background checking and risk screening.  

Inflection’s services help businesses of different sectors and industries to replace time-consuming 
background screening processes with a fast, compliant, and user-friendly experience. These services 
are offered under two brand names: GoodHire, which provides employment background screening 
services, and Trust and Safety, which provides non-employment risk screening.  

Product Overview 

Inflection’s services offered to customers during the period from August 1, 2021 through April 1, 2022 
are described below: 

GoodHire 

GoodHire is an employment background screening service for small-to-medium size businesses. The 
service delivers Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)-compliant background reports from trusted data 
sources so that companies can hire quickly and efficiently. GoodHire's software is actively used by over 
35,000 businesses as a tool for safe and effective hiring. GoodHire's employment screening-related 
products include the following:  

● Social Security Number (SSN) Trace and Address Verification  

● Identity Verification 

● National Criminal Database Checks  

● Sex Offender Registry Checks  

● County Criminal Court Checks  

● Civil Record Checks 

● Bankruptcy Checks 

● Motor Vehicle Record Checks 

● Domestic Watchlist Checks  

● Global Watchlist Checks  

● Federal Criminal Checks  

● Statewide Criminal Checks  
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Product Overview (continued) 

GoodHire (continued) 

● Employment Credit Reports  

● Drug Screening  

● Employment Verification  

● Education Verification  

● Professional License Verification 

● Healthcare Sanctions Checks  

● International Criminal Checks 

● International Education Verifications 

● International Employment Verifications 

GoodHire's screening reports may contain data from multiple sources depending on the customer's 
selected configuration during the online ordering process. Based off the user’s permissions, a customer 
with an account on GoodHire may be able to:  

● Add, remove, and/or modify permissions for customer end-users  

● Order new reports, view the completion status of reports that are in progress, and access the 
results of completed reports  

● Interact with candidates being screened through GoodHire  

Trust and Safety 

Trust & Safety provides non-employment risk screening solutions for both Fair Credit Reporting Act 
(FCRA)-regulated and non-FCRA use cases to help create a layer of trust between online and offline 
interactions. Trust & Safety's solutions are modular and application program interface (API)-driven, 
designed to give businesses unparalleled flexibility in how and where they perform risk screening. The 
suite of fraud prevention and risk assessment products can be combined in multiple configurations, 
allowing customers to block suspected malicious users, while also providing a low-friction user 
experience for trusted users. The product offerings include:  

● Inflection Insight API - a non-FCRA solution to help businesses build rich risk profiles on 
individuals by providing additional information about each individual's history and associated 
public records, as well as information associated with known phone numbers. 

● Inflection SafeDecision API - an FCRA-compliant solution to assist businesses in deciding who 
they will transact with in order to safeguard assets or other members of a community. The 
product provides data related to an individual's criminal history, sex offender records, watchlist 
and sanctions records, and driving history. 
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Subservice Organizations 

Inflection utilizes Amazon Web Services, Inc. (“AWS”) to provide network, hardware management, 
physical security, and environmental safeguards.  AWS provides robust security capabilities for 
organizations to implement and maintain security and data protection. AWS has achieved many 
compliance certifications to provide customers assurance that its platform meets customer security 
requirements and industry standards. Such compliance certifications and assurance programs include 
Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standards (DSS) Level 1, System and Organization Controls 
(SOC) 1, SOC 2, SOC 3, FedRAMP, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 27001, Multi-Tier 
Cloud Security Tier 3 Certification, and Cloud Security Alliance. 

In addition to AWS, Inflection uses Microsoft Azure (“Azure”) for corporate SSO authentication, and 
secondary storage location for encrypted production data backups. In the event of a disaster or 
business outage, Inflection can restore the data using the backups stored in Azure. Azure provides 
robust security capabilities for organizations to implement and maintain security and data protection. 
Azure receives SOC 1, SOC 2, and SOC 3 examinations annually. 

Principal Service Commitments and System Requirements 

Inflection designs its processes and procedures to meet its business objectives for the System. Those 
objectives are based on the System commitments that Inflection makes to its customers. 

The System description and security commitments are documented within, and communicated through, 
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy published on the Company’s public website. Security commitments 
are standardized and include, but are not limited to, the following: 

● Inflection implements technical measures to prevent unauthorized access and keeps security 
patches and software up to date 

● Employee access to customer information is restricted and audited 

● Sensitive personal information is encrypted at rest 

● All personally identifiable information (PII) is encrypted in transit 

Significant Changes to the System 

There were no changes that are likely to affect report users' understanding of how the system is used 
to provide the service for the period August 1, 2021 to April 1, 2022.  

Policies and Procedures 

The policies and procedures are a series of documents that are used to describe the controls 
implemented within the Company. The purpose of the policies and procedures is to describe the 
environment and define the practices performed on behalf of the customer. The Company has 
documented the following policies: 

● Access Management Policy 

● Antivirus Policy 

● Authorized Use Policy  

● Background Screening Policy 

● Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Policy 

● Cardholder Data Protection Policy 

● Change Control Policy 

● Computer Software Policy 

● Configuration Management Policy 
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Policies and Procedures (continued) 

● Data Backup and Recovery Policy  

● Data Classification Policy  

● Data Retention and Disposal Policy  

● Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Policy  

● Encryption and Key Management Policy 

● Firewall Management Policy 

● Password Policy  

● Patch Management Policy 

● Physical Security Policy  

● Privacy Policy  

● Risk Management Policy 

● Secure Coding Policy  

● Security Awareness Training Policy 

● Security Incident Response Policy 

● Security Management Policy 

● Time Synchronization Policy 

● Vendor Management Policy 

● Visitor Security Policy  

● Vulnerability Management Policy 

RELEVANT ASPECTS OF INTERNAL CONTROL 

As defined by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), internal control is a 
process affected by an entity’s board of directors, management, and other personnel and consists of 
five interrelated components: 

● Control Environment 

● Risk Management 

● Information and Communication 

● Monitoring 

● Control Activities 

This section briefly describes the essential characteristics and other interrelated components over the 
trust services criteria of security as they pertain to the Company. 

Control Environment 

The control environment sets the tone of an organization, influencing the control consciousness of its 
employees. The control environment reflects the overall attitude, awareness, and actions of 
management, the Board, and others concerning the importance of controls and the emphasis given to 
controls in the entity’s policies, procedures, methods, and organizational structure. 
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Control Environment (continued) 

Personnel Management 

Inflection has an established cross-functional information security organization overseen by the 
Inflection Security Governance Committee (the Committee). The Company has an established 
Committee Charter published on the intranet and provides guidance on the Committee’s authority, 
members, meetings, reports, roles, and responsibilities. The Committee meets monthly and is 
responsible for designing, developing, implementing, operating, maintaining, monitoring, and approving 
Inflection’s System security controls, as well as its policies and procedures relating to information 
security. The Committee is responsible for reviewing and approving policies annually. The Committee 
is composed of members of Inflection’s management, including the CEO, Senior VP of Engineering, COO, 
Senior Director of IT, and General Counsel. Material issues that arise during the Committee meetings 
are communicated by the CEO to the Board, which comprises Inflection’s CEO, founders, and key 
investors.  

Integrity and Ethical Values 

Integrity and ethical values are essential elements of the control environment, affecting the design, 
administration, and monitoring of key processes. Integrity and ethical behavior are the products of the 
Company’s ethical and behavioral standards, how they are communicated, and how they are monitored 
and enforced in its business activities. Inflection's workforce conduct standards, including ethical and 
conduct standards, are documented in the Employee Handbook and signed by new hires during 
onboarding. The Human Resources (HR) team and management monitor employees' compliance with 
the Employee Handbook, as well as monitor customer and employee complaints.  The Company has a 
whistleblower policy, which is communicated to personnel within the Employee Handbook, as well as 
an anonymous reporting tool. The policy includes details on how to report any Company and employee 
policy violations or misconduct. Failure to comply with Inflection’s workforce conduct standards results 
in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. 

Hiring Practices 

Inflection maintains a diverse, talented, high-performing organization and follows comprehensive 
vetting, onboarding, and performance review procedures to ensure that Company employees have the 
appropriate knowledge, tools, and System access to perform in their roles successfully after joining 
Inflection.  

Inflection maintains a diverse, talented, high-performing organization and follows comprehensive 
vetting, onboarding, and performance review procedures to ensure that Company employees have the 
appropriate knowledge, tools, and System access to perform in their roles successfully after joining 
Inflection.  

Prior to publishing a new job requisition at Inflection, the hiring manager, in coordination with HR 
personnel and any other relevant stakeholders, meet to discuss the business need for the new role. The 
roles and responsibilities of the position are defined in the agreed-upon job description and published. 
Personnel roles and responsibilities are defined in the job descriptions and are included in offers of 
employment. The job descriptions are made available within Inflection’s Human Resource Information 
System (HRIS) along with personnel goals. Employee and contractor candidates are interviewed and 
evaluated based on job roles. The candidate evaluation process is role and department-specific, to 
ensure the candidate’s skills and knowledge set are assessed.  

Employee and contractor candidates are extended a conditional offer of employment that includes the 
successful completion of a GoodHire-run employment background check prior to being granted access 
to the production environment or customer data. This check may include a credit check, federal and 
state criminal records check, watchlist check, employment verification, education verification, SSN 
verification, and motor vehicle check. 
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Control Environment (continued) 

Hiring Practices (continued) 

New employees and contractors are required to read and accept Inflection’s Authorized Use Policy 
within thirty (30) days of joining the Company, and Inflection’s Statement of Confidentiality during 
onboarding.  

Commitment to Competence 

Inflection’s employee training program serves to educate employees on numerous aspects of its 
business. The training program includes HR onboarding, product services and features, compliance, and 
internal policies and procedures. The Security team is responsible for producing, institutionalizing, and 
enforcing security and compliance training of Inflection employees and contractors. Each new 
employee and contractor, within 30 days of their start date and annually thereafter, must successfully 
complete Security Awareness Training (SAT). Inflection’s annual Company-wide SAT is delivered online 
through a learning management system.  

This training includes topics such as:  

● The individuals, teams, and policies governing information security at Inflection  

● An overview of the policies and procedures that may impact the individual's daily duties  

● Procedures for identifying and reporting potential security breaches  

● Best practices for avoiding malware and virus infections, as well as recognizing signs of 
malware infections. 

Employee performance reviews are completed semi-annually. These reviews include a self-review and 
manager’s review to recognize successful work, identify and respond to areas of improvement, set goals 
and training requirements, and ensure the employee is sustaining the degree of professionalism, work 
productivity and customer care that Inflection standards require. 

Risk Assessment 

Inflection recognizes a formal risk management process is a critical aspect of ensuring the continued 
successful operation of its business and maintains a Risk Management Policy to direct its internal risk 
assessments. Inflection conducts a risk assessment at least annually to identify risks to critical assets, 
threats, and vulnerabilities to the assets, including risks of fraud. The impact and likelihood of the risks 
are evaluated, and mitigating strategies are documented. Recommended controls and resolutions are 
presented to the Committee. The results of formal risk assessments are then reported by the Committee 
to the Executive Management team. Risk tolerance thresholds are discussed and set by the Executive 
Management team. Risks identified during the assessment evaluation that require resolution are 
tracked in the ticketing systems through completion. 

Information and Communication 

Inflection has implemented various methods of communication to ensure that all employees 
understand their individual roles and responsibilities for maintaining Company controls, and to ensure 
that significant events are communicated in a timely manner.  

Inflection’s intranet is used, amongst other internal Company functions, to communicate all Information 
Security policies and procedures, as well as to inform employees on the key point people responsible 
for various aspects of Inflection security. Policies and procedures are reviewed and updated as 
necessary by the appropriate stakeholders and approved by the Committee annually. 

An organizational chart is available to all personnel on the Company’s intranet which identifies the 
Executive Management team, key areas of authority and responsibility, and reporting relationships.  
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Information and Communication (continued) 

Employees are made aware of all Information Security policies and procedures, and their location during 
onboarding. Documented information security policies and procedures are published on the intranet to 
provide guidance to employees and contractors. Email and chat tools are used to communicate time-
sensitive messages and information.  Additionally, Inflection managers and team leaders hold periodic, 
and as-needed meetings to discuss operational efficiencies, new policies, procedures, and other 
initiatives. Inflection’s Executive Management team also meets quarterly to discuss operational and 
financial performance, security controls, and other initiatives to meet Company objectives.   

A current network diagram is maintained, including each office’s wireless networks. As part of the 
change control process, network diagrams are updated after any change affecting the Inflection 
network. 

Inflection operates in a highly regulated industry and works with sensitive data. Customers are kept 
informed regarding the scope, functionality, and limitations of the System through several channels of 
communication. Comprehensive descriptions regarding the products, features, and the services are 
available on Inflection's websites. System boundaries are also made available on Inflection’s website, 
and in the Company’s Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. 

The Master Services Agreement (MSA) is provided prior to customer onboarding, during the sales and 
legal negotiation phases of customer acquisition. The MSA is not a required contract for customers, 
rather, it is an optional format of Inflection’s terms and conditions that are subject to negotiation with 
high-spend customers. The Terms of Use is the second option for contract format and is the most 
common agreement Inflection uses to bind customers. Depending on the expected yearly spend of a 
customer, it may qualify for the use of the MSA. For customers failing to meet the required spend 
threshold, the Terms of Use is the contract that must be executed by the customer in order to receive 
Inflection’s services. The MSA incorporates the Terms of Use to the extent that they do not conflict with 
the terms of the MSA. Where there is conflict, the terms of the MSA apply. The content of the Terms of 
Use and MSA both provide an overview of the services, data security obligations, and methods to report 
complaints and concerns.  

Each customer with which Inflection enters into a contract is required to designate an internal 
application owner or point person. This internal application owner acts as the central point of contact 
and is responsible for informing the customer’s users of new System functionality or of any known 
issues. The internal application owner is also emailed release notes for major feature releases.  

Monitoring 

The Security team reviews internal controls and the status of their effectiveness annually. Results are 
communicated to the Committee. Ongoing compliance efforts related to internal controls are 
documented and tracked in the ticketing system and calendar. 

The Security team continuously monitors the System. Inflection utilizes third-party tools to monitor 
production security and detect anomalies in production configurations. The IT and Security teams are 
alerted of findings that are tracked through resolution. 

Vulnerability scans are run daily with results reviewed by the Security team. All servers, workstations, 
and virtual environments, including production-facing servers, are scanned daily through either 
credentialed network scans or agents installed on the systems. Findings are forwarded to the IT team 
for remediation with high and critical vulnerabilities tracked through resolution. 
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Monitoring (continued) 

Automated and manual penetration testing is performed by a third-party annually with results evaluated 
and tracked through resolution.  

An automated network and host intrusion detection system (IDS) on internal network and production 
infrastructure is implemented with alerts forwarded to the IT team and resolved according to Inflection’s 
Incident Response Policy. 

Control Activities 

The company covers the governance, risk, and compliance that define the process, procedure, and 
implementation of each of the following areas. 

● Logical Access

● Encryption

● Endpoint Management

● Customer Management

● System Operations

● Incident Management

● Change Management

● Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

● Vendor Management


